
2nd Public Open House

June 17th, 2015

Alternative Concepts



Welcome! Whether you joined us last time
or it’s your first time out, we want your input!

Help us choose among different ideas for East Main.
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The East Main Arts & Market District Initiative will:

• Identify transportation improvements that 

improve multi-modal circulation, access, and 

parking 

• Recommend land use policies that can result in 

neighborhood improvements, housing 

opportunities, and equitable development



The East Main Arts & Market District Initiative will:

• Create a branding strategy that weaves the 

different neighborhoods together

• Recommend improvements to the streetscape

that include the transportation, land use, and 

community branding components
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1) Study Coordination

PAC Meetings 

(ongoing)

Focus Groups

 Transportation

 Land Use/Housing

 Investors & Funders

 Arts/Creative

Social Media

1-on-1 Interviews

Public Event Outreach

2) Existing & Future
Conditions

 Current Multi-Modal 
Traffic

 Current Land Use & 
Zoning

 Current Housing

 Relevant Plans & Studies

 Best Practices

 Future Multi-Modal Traffic

 Future Housing

 First Round of Public 
Involvement
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3)Formation of 
Alternatives

Development of 
Alternatives

 Multi-Modal 
Transportation

 Land Use & 
Development

 Housing

 Community Branding

Second Round of 
Public Involvement 
(tonight!)

4) Draft Plan

Draft Final Report/Plan

5) Final Plan

Final Report/Plan













We want your input!

Each table provides a different way to make your voice heard.
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Public Input Summary   

You may have attended our first Public Open House 
here back in March.

Here’s a summary of what we heard:
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100+ Signed In at the first Open House in March
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A good mix of people and interests…

With 25 Big Ideas for the corridor

check out www.instagram.com/eastmainartsandmarket
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And received 150+ insights & ideas!

We asked for site-specific input
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We asked for site-specific input
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We asked for vision statements

And received 17 postcards from the future
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To summarize, a DRAFT collective vision statement 

The East Main Arts & Market area will be 

an inspiring center of creative production 

in Rochester and regionally, 

connected by walkable streets that better link 

unique destinations and diverse 

neighborhoods that are home to a mix of 

affordable housing options serving current 

and future residents.
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8 common themes or GOALS inform the alternatives we’d like you to evaluate tonight:

1) Turn East Main into a safer, multi-modal 

neighborhood street

2) Create connections over the railroad

3) Manage event-related parking

4) Make transit a more attractive option

5) Create neighborhood gateways and community 

spaces at key intersections

6) Right-size housing supply and types

7) Foster local retail & services

8) Support creative production through the built 

environment, programs & branding
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Draft alternatives with evaluations

TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES
• East Main Street corridor
• Main & Goodman intersection
• Goodman & Webster intersection
• Event Access & Parking

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES
• Land Use 
• Housing
• Branding

Tonight, we’d like you to visit all the stations and 

help us evaluate different alternatives for 
transportation and development
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WE’ve started by 

evaluating each 
alternative with respect 
to these criteria,

so you can see 

how well they meet your 
goals.
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Transportation alternatives

East Main Street is a primary focus of the project.

How can it become a multi-modal corridor and a 
connection, rather than a barrier, between 

neighborhoods?
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ALTERNATIVE 1 – Transportation East Main Street

We’ve come up with a mix of potential designs for 

East Main Street, each striking a different balance 
between different modes of transportation.

Tonight, tell us what YOU want to see!
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ALTERNATIVE 2 – Transportation Main & Goodman intersection

Here’s the intersection of East Main and North Goodman 

as it is today.

You told us the area was a major concern, and we 
listened.  We have some big ideas we’d like you to 

evaluate to create a safe neighborhood gateway.
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ALTERNATIVE 3 – Transportation Goodman/Webster/Garson intersection

The North Goodman/Webster/Garson intersection 
doesn’t work too well for anyone right now.

Let us know which idea you prefer for simplifying it!



You told us the East Main Street bridge over the railroad 
tracks isn’t a comfortable connection.

We’ve got options for new 

connections based on your input 
in March – give them a look!

ALTERNATIVE 4 – Transportation Bridging the railroad



Event nights put a strain on 
neighborhood streets, and 
based on your input we’ve 

come up with some ideas to 
ease the parking crunch.

Tell us which trade-offs 
are worth it.

ALTERNATIVE 5 – Transportation Parking & Event Access Improvments
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Development Alternatives

Land Use, Housing & Corridor Branding                 
go hand-in-hand with transportation 

improvements in this project.

Help us evaluate opportunities for mixed use 
development, housing & live/work options, and an 

updated brand for the area.
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ALTERNATIVE 5 – Land Use Mixed-use and walkable

We know some of the existing land uses                  
pose challenges to walkability, so come tell us       

where and how you’d like to see changes.

Where should we focus on new walkable retail?
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ALTERNATIVE 5 – Land Use North Goodman as “Main Street”

Could North Goodman be Rochester’s next 

neighborhood main street?
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ALTERNATIVE 7 – Housing Live/work space

Which opportunities for 
new housing have the most 

potential?
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WE’ve sketched up a bunch of potential          

branding concepts for the district. 

Vote for your favorites!

ALTERNATIVE 8 – Branding



So many choices … now help us narrow them down!

Each table provides a different way to make your voice heard.



Mike Flynn
MFlynn@samschwartz.com

Erik Frisch
FrischE@cityofrochester.gov


